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Rim as mlecchita vikalpa hieroglyph 

 
The most frequently occurring sign is Sign 342 with over 1395 occurrences 

Daimabad Sign342 (1395) This glyph is clearly distinguished on many 

epigraphs from a rimless wide-mouthed pot, Sign 325:  (78). Hence, the 

emphasis of the glyph of Sign 342 is on the rim of the narrow-necked jar. The rebus 

reading relates to this rim of the narrow-necked jar. 
 

Rim of a short-necked jar appears on such a large number of inscribed objects of the 
civilization.  

 

It is a hieroglyph read rebus: meaning ‘copper smelting fire-altar’ kand. kanka 
 

Structure of mlecchita vikalpa (writing system of coppersmiths) 

 
The structure of the writing system is divided into two distinctive elements which 

together make up the epigraphs: pictorial motifs (or over 100 field symbols) and 

signs (over 400). The pictorial motifs are glyphs such as: wild animals (e.g. tiger, 
elephant, boar, monkey), domesticated animals (e.g. bull, buffalo, deer) and other 

living phenomena (e.g. snake, eagle, scorpion, lizard, fish, branches of tree, stalks of 

plants); glyphs presented in unique geometrical forms: svastika, dotted-circle, 
trefoil, vedi (fire-altar); and representations of inanimate objects of house-hold use 

(e.g. rim of pot, rimless pot, double-axe). A characteristic structural feature of the 
writing system is that the glyphs are recorded on a variety of objects: seals, tablets, 

copper plates, bangles and there are epigraphs recorded even on metal weapons. 

The distinction between pictorial motifs and signs gets blurred in many compositions 
presented in the script inscriptions. This distinction is exemplified by the fact that 

corpus makers treat the svastika sign either as a ‘pictorial motif’ or as a ‘sign’ – a 

category classification to facilitate corpus making. Reading rebus of the writing 
system has to treat both pictorial motifs and signs as glyphs, hieroglyphs. 

 

Thus, a svastika  appears together with an elephant or a tiger.The 
'svastika' is a  pictorial and also a sign 

 
Sign 148  Glyph: sathiya_ (Pkt.); rebus: satva 'zinc' (Ka.) Elephant: ib; 

rebus: ib 'iron'; Tiger: kol; rebus: kol 'pan~caloha alloy of metals'. 

 

 

kolom, ‘sprout’; rebus: kolimi, ‘furnace’; paired: 
san:gad.a, ‘portable furnace’; kan.d, ‘furnace’. 

This pair depicts two types of furnaces: one, for 
smelting (ore); and the other for melting, 

refining or alloying. 

  

bharad.o ‘spine’; rebus: bharata ‘casting metals 
in moulds’. 

 

Alternative: kamra, ‘back’; kamar, ‘blacksmith’; 
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kan.d. ‘furnace’. 

 

kan.d., ‘furnace’; the pairing: san:gad.a, 

‘portable furnace’. Or, barea, ‘two’; barea, 

‘smith’ 
 

Alternative: kan.d. kin ‘two furnaces’; rebus: 
kan.d. ‘furnace’ + gina ‘metal vessel’ 

 

Recurrent pairs of signs and paired lexemes 
 

These high frequency pairs of glyphs can be explained by many indic lexemes using 

the rebus method to identify each glyph and corresponding substantive message 
sought to be conveyed on epigraphs. 

 

 

Sign342 (1395)  
kanka = rim of pot (Santali) Rebus: kan:ka = a metal (Pali); kan- 

= copper (Ta.) kanaka = gold; kanaka_dhyaks.a = superintendent 

of gold, treasurer (Skt.) kan-n-a_r, blacksmiths, coppersmiths (Ta.) 

 

kan.d.a = a pot of certain shape and size (Santali) Rebus: kan.d. = altar, furnace 

(Santali) khan.d.a = instrument, implement, weapon; khan.d.a puruskedae, he 
stretched his arm grasping the sword as high as he could; khan.d.a bhan.d.a = 

implements of all kinds, arms of all sorts (Santali.lex.)  khan.d.a puruskedae, he 
stretched his arm grasping the sword as high as he could (Santali.lex.) 

 

Copper work 
 

Copper work; brazier: kan  copper work, copper; kan- n-a_n  brazier 

(Ta.);  bell metal worker, one of the divisions of the Kamma_l.a caste 
(Ta.lex.) kanna_n id. (Ma.)(DEDR  1402). kan  workmanship (Tiv. 

Tiruva_y. 5,8,3); kan mam (Tiv. Tiruva_y. 6,2,7)(Ta.) kanaka = a metal 

(Pali); kanaka = gold (Skt.) 
 

kan.d. furnace, altar (Santali) gan.d.a pit (furnace) kan.d.i = furnace, 
altar; khandha = a trench used as a fireplace when cooking has to be done 

for a large number of people (Santali.lex.) kandaka = a ditch, a trench 

(Ka.); khandaka (M.H.Te.)(Ka.lex.) This lexeme can be denoted by the 
dotted circle which is often depicted on ivory (khan.d.) objects. 

khan.d.ar.an:, khan.d.run: ‘pit (furnace)’ (Santali) 

V342kankha, kan.d.a kankha = brim, rim of a 
vessel (Santali); ka~kh; kanna_ 

(H.)(Santali.lex.Bodding)   kan.t.u = the rim of a 

vessel (Ka.lex.) kan.d.a = an earthenware pot 
(having a neck a little longer than that of a t.hili, but 

otherwise of about the same shape as this, only somewhat 

larger; ghar.a kan.d.a = a waterpot of brass 
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(Santali.lex.Bodding) khan:ka bat.i = a cup with a flat rim (only the larger kinds, 

suitable for pouring out fluids (Santali) 
 

khan.d.i_ = ivory in rough (Jat.ki_) 

 
 

Slide134. Three signs are inscribed on this rim sherd of 
the Early Harappan Period (Kot Dijian Phase), dating to 

around 2800 BC. Two of the signs appear to be 

pictographs for a bow and arrow, but they probably had 
some other meaning that was defined by the diagonal 

slash at the end of the sequence of symbols. The bow 

and arrow sign is quite common in the later script. 
 

 

Mlecchita vikalpa: kand. kanka, rim of jar (Santali); rebus: kand. fire-altar, smelter; 
khanaka ‘mined product’). Kan- ‘copper’ (Tamil).  The rebus is: kand. ‘altar, 

furnace’; kan- ‘copper’; thus the hieroglyph connotes a copper furnace. 
 

See: kundi, kundiyamu = a sort of rim of stone placed upon a mortar to prevent 

spilling of rice (Te.lex.) 
 

Legacy of the writing system on Sohgaura copper plate 

 
The top line is a set of hieroglyphs (from left to 

right). 

Tree = kut.i; rebus: kut.hi ‘smelter, furnace’ 
Warehouse = kot. (kos.t.hagara) 

Spear = cu_la; rebus: cu_lha ‘furnace’ 

Mountain-summit = ku_t.amu ; rebus : ku_t.a 
‘workshop’ 

Wide-mouthed pot on mountain-summit = bat.i; 
rebus: bat.hi ‘furnace’) 

Rim of jar = kan.d.; rebus: kand. ‘fire-altar’ 

Tree = kut.i; rebus: kut.hi ‘smelter, furnace’ 
Bird on branch: bat.a ‘quail’; rebus: bat.a ‘furnace’; d.a_l. ‘branch of tree’; rebus: 

d.ha_l.ako ‘large metal ingot’ [The glyptic composition refers to a kut.hi which can 

produce metal ingots] 
Warehouse = kot. (kos.t.hagara)  

 

The brahmi epigraph on the lines following the top line refers to two kos.t.hagara set 
up for itinerant merchants (smiths?) at 

the junction of three roads. 
 

Golden pendant with inscription from 

jewelry hoard at Mohenjo- daro. Drawing of inscription that 
encircles the gold ornament. Needle-like pendant with cylindrical 

body. Two other examples, one with a different series of incised 

signs were found together. The pendant is made from a hollow cylinder 
with soldered ends and perforated point. Museum No. MM 1374.50.271; Marshall 

1931: 521, pl. CLI, B3. [After Fig. 4.17a, b in: JM Kenoyer, 1998, p. 196]. 
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 (93) Sign 8 (105)   

A variant of Sign 8 is a horned, standing person ligatured to the buttocks of a 

bull. d.hagara_m = pl. the buttocks, hip (G.) Rebus: d.han:gar = 
blacksmith 

 

 (27) Sign 194 (58)   

 (14)                          Sign 197 (60)  

 (27)  (11) Sign 112 (70)  Copper tablets (10) 

 

Sign 112 is composed of four and three: pon, ponea, ponon = four 

(Santali)  
 

Rebus: pon- = metal (Ta.) 

 
tebr.a = three (Santali) 

 
ta_mbum = copper (G.); ta_mra (Skt.); ta_mba_ na_n.um = copper coin; 

ta_mba_ va_d.ako = a porringer made of copper; ta_mba_ kun.d.i_ a copper 

trough in which water for bathing is kept; ta_mbad.i_ = a copper pot (G.) 
 

Pairing signs: kan.d.a kanka ‘rim of pot’; rebus: kan.d. kan- = copper 

furnace. 
 

gat.a = a small stream or water course (Santali) gat.t.u = a shore, 

a bank; a dam, embankment, dike (Te.) kat.t.a_ platform (Kol.); kat.t.a bund 
of field, dam, dike (Nk.)(DEDR 1147). 

 

Rebus: Ingot: gat.t.i ban:ga_ru = gold in ingots or bars (Te.) kat.t.i = clod, 
lump (Ta.); solid, ingot (Ma.); kat.y solid lump (Ko.); gad.d.a = lump, mass, 

clod (Te.)(DEDR 1148). kad.rna_ to congteal (Kur.); kat.hina hard, firm 

(Skt.)(CDIAL 2650). kat.hara, kat.hura, kat.hora hard (CDIAL 2651) kad.d. to 
be hard, severe (DhP.)(CDIAL 2657). gat.i = nodular limestone; gat.i cun = 

lime made from nodular limestone (Santali) 

 

Thus pairing with Sign 112, the pair of signs can be read as: gold (pon) or 

metal (tebr,a) ingot (gat.t.i). 

 (14) Sign 121 (70)   
Glyph: twelve fingers' measure = s'an:ku (IL 2878), co~ga_ = two hand-

breadths (IL 3121) 
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Rebus: s’ankha = turbinella pyrum, conch shell (Skt.) 
 

Pairing sign : kan.d.a kanka ‘rim of pot’; rebus: kan.d. kan- ‘copper furnace’ 

(Santali.Ta.) 
 

Copper smithy 

 
kand. ‘fire altar’ (Santali) kan ‘copper, copperwork’ (Ta.) kanda_ya ‘tax on 

blacksmiths’ (Ka.) aduru ‘native (unsmelted) metal’ (Ka.)  
 

kan.d. kanka ‘rim of jar’ (Santali) ad.aren ‘lid’ 

(Santali) ad.ar ‘harrow’ (Santali)   The 

ligaturing pattern is extended further    in Sign 418: Sign 15 is 

further ligatured    with a harrow (Sign 171) and oval (Sign 
374).   kan.t.am ‘arrow’ (Ta.) 

 

 is a ligature of kan.d.a kanka ‘rim of pot’ + kut.i ‘water carrier’. Rebus: kan.d.a 

kanka ‘altar for copper’ + kut.hi ‘metal furnace’. 

Sign 12 (80)  kut.i ‘water carrier’; rebus: kut.hi ‘furnace’ kut.i = to drink; 
drinking, beverage (Ta.); drinking, water drunk after meals (Ma.); kud.t- to drink 

(To.); kud.i to drink; drinking (Ka.); kud.i to drink (Kod.); kud.i right, right hand 
(Te.); kut.i_ intoxicating liquor (Skt.)(DEDR 1654). 

 

 

  Sign 15 itself seems to be a ligature of  signs 12 and 342 

 
kan.d., ‘jar’; rebus: ‘furnace, altar’; kut.i, ‘woman water-carrier’; kut.hi, ‘furnace’; 

one is a refining goldsmith’s furnace; and the other a blacksmith’s furnace.  

 

 (26) Sign 15 (126)   

 

Sign 15: Ligature: kut.i ‘water-carrier’ + kanka ‘rim of pot’; rebus: kut.hi ‘furnace’ + 
kan- ‘copper 

 

Pairing glyph: kan:kata = comb (Te.) Rebus: kan:gar = portable furnace (K.) 
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�m0670   

 m0874  3092 

m0035a 2333 

 Sign 15 is a 

ligature of Sign 12 and Sign 342 Thus, Sign 15 can be orthographically read as:  
kola, kol.i = water-carrier; khan.d.a kanka = rim of a jar. The rebus representation, 

i.e. homonyms could be: kanaka = gold; kolhe = smelters of iron.] 

 
2841 Is the Sign 12 (a component of the ligatured Sign 15) a synonym of the 

tiger (jackal), kola? If so, the ligatured sign 15 can be read as: kan.d. kanka 

kol.i = short-neck of jar + water-carrier = rebus: gold furnace of the smelter 
(kol) The person standing between the sign 15 and the bull facing a trough has his 

arm raised: er-aka, ‘raised arm’ = rebus: copper. The bull (d.an:gra) facing a 
(phonetic determinant) trough (d.an:gra) is rebus: blacksmith. Thus the inscription 

on m1405At can be read as: d.an:gra er-aka kan.d kanka kol.i = rebus: blacksmith 

copper gold furnace of the smelter. 
 

 Chanhudaro Seal obverse and reverse. The ‘water-carrier’ and X signs of 

this so-called Jhukar culture seal are comparable to other inscriptions. Fig. 3 and 3a 

of Plate L. After Mackay, 1943.  6120  

Kalibangan049 8013  
m0741 

2421 5123 9851 Telloh 

 

9842 Ur 

[Pierre de talc. Louvre, AO 9036. P. Amiet, Bas-relliefs imaginaries de l’Orient 

ancien, Paris, 1973, p. 94, no. 274…ils proviendrait de Tello, l’ancienne Girsu, une 
des cites de l’Etat sumerien de Lagash.  Musee National De Arts Asiatiques Guimet, 

1988-1989, Les cites oubliees de l’Indus Archeologie du Pakistan.] 
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kut.amu = a tree (Te.lex.) 

 
[glyphs: backbone, rim of pot, comb] 

h233A h233B   4387 

h312Ac h312B 5426  h934Ait  

h934Bit  h959Ait h959Bit 4405 

h179A h179B 307 h741Bt 5263  
h742At    [The last two signs of Text 5263 occur on 184 epigraphs] 

 
[At least 46 inscribed objects with epigraphs contain the sequence of three signs – 

line 1 (Statistics from Mahadevan corpus) 4387] 
 

[Dh. Des. karod.iya_ from Skt. karot.ika_ the skull; cf. Hem. Des. kod.iyam fr. Skt. 
kos.t.ha the inner part] kod.iyum an earthen cup holding oil and a wick for a light 

(G.) Seller of earthenware, earthen goblets, smoking pipes etc. = kara_d.iyo, 

kara_l.iyo (G.) kot.ho an earthen vessel in which indigo is stored (G.) khora a kind 
of large brass bowl; the vessel which receives the juice of sugar-cane when being 

pressed (Santali) 
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karadamu = present to a superior (Te.lex.) karet.um = an annual offering 

and present to a godess or to an evil spirit (G.lex.) karavr.tti (Skt.) 

m0478At m0478Bt 

m0479At m0479Bt 3224 Repetitive 

also occurs as texts: 2815, 3230.The text is repeated on three double-sided 

moulded tablets in bas-relief. The first sign of the text is a glyph depicting a 
kneeling person, in front of a leafless tree, making an offering, holding a 

rimless pot in his hands. 

m0480At m0480Bt Tablet in bas-relief. Side a: 
Tree  Side b: Pict-111: From R.: A woman with outstretched arms flanked by 

two men holding uprooted trees in their hands; a person seated on a tree 
with a tiger below with its head turned backwards; a tall jar  with a lid. Is 

the pictorial of a tall jar the Sign 342   with a lid?  

Sign 45 seems to be a kneeling adorant offering a pot (Sign 328 ) 

 Signs 45/46 seem to ligature   the pictorial of a kneeling-adorant with 

sign 328  

 

Depicting a kneeling adorant in glyphs and signs 

 
On a twisted, moulded tablet (m0481), there are pictorial motifs on four 

sides. On side A, there is an epigraph containing six-signs; the last sign of 

this epigraph (text 2846) includes Sign 45 – kneeling person holding a 
rimless pot. 

m0481At m0481Bt 

m0481Ct m0481Et 2846 Pict-41: 

Serpent, partly reclining on a low platform under a tree. 
 

Person kneeling under a tree facing a tiger. [Chanhudaro 

Excavations, Pl. LI, 18]  6118  

 
m1186Acolour 2430 Composition: horned 

person with a pigtail standing between the 

branches  
of a pipal tree; a low pedestal with offerings 

(? or human head?);  a horned person kneeling in 
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adoration;  a ram with short tail and  curling horns; a row of seven robed 

figures, with twigs on their pigtails. 
 

Text 4316 

 h177Ah177BPict-
115: From R.—a 

person standing 
under an ornamental arch; a 

kneeling adorant; a ram with long curving horns. 

 
h178Ah178B 4318 Pict-84: Person wearing 

a diadem or tall head-dress (with twig?) 

standing within an arch or two pillars? 
 

h179Ah179B 4307 Pict-83: Person wearing a 

diadem or tall head-dress standing within an 
ornamented arch; there are two stars on either 

side, at the bottom of the arch. 
 

Glyphs of two kneeling adorants are shown on 

side B of a tablet (m0453), flanking a person 
seated on a low platform; two serpents rear up 

on either side, close to the two kneeling adorant glyphs. 

 

med. iron (Ho.);  me~rhe~t ‘iron’ (Santali)   

 

man.t.i kneeling on one knee as an archer (Ta.); man.tuka to be seated on the heels 

(Ma.); man.d.i what is bent, the knee (Ka.); knee (Tu.); kneeling on one knee (Te.); 
men.d.a_, mind.a knee (Go.); med.a, men.d.a id. (Kond.a); mend.a id. 

(Pe.KuiKuwi); mand.u_ki part of elephant’s hind leg; met. knee-joint (M.)(DEDR 
4677). man.d.i = kneeling position (Te.lex.) mandil, mandir = temple (Santali) 

 

Pairing sign (Relatively 
high frequency, to the 

left of the sign read 

from right to left) 

Sign (Frequency)/ 
Pictograph 

 (14) Sign 1 (134)  

 (9)  (10) Sign 176 (355)  

Ivory or bone rods 

(12) 

 
Field symbol 

44 (12) 

 
h352C            
Dottec 

circles. Field symbol 

83 (23) 
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h172B 

Field Symbol 36 (17) 

 (48) Sign 169 (240)  

Copper tablets (60) 

Hare. Field symbol 

16 (19) 

 (55)  (44) 
Sign 59 (381)  

Copper tablets (14) 

 
Field Symbol 36 (17) 

 (44) Sign 149 (92)  
h172B 

Field Symbol 36 (10) 

 (93) Sign 8 (105)  

 (114) 
Sign 48 (168)  

Copper tablets (13) 

 
Field Symbol 36 (10) 

 (16) (40) Sign 53 (130)  
 

 (67)  (78)  

 (42) 

Sign 87 (365)  

 

Copper tablets (21) 

 (11)  (11)  

 (30) 

Sign 123 (193)  

 

 (30)  (16)  

 (13) 

Sign 124 (78)  

 

Copper tablets (17) 

 (40) Sign 162 (212)  
 h352C            

Dotted circles. Field 

symbol 83 (10) 

 (27) 
Sign 194 (58)  

 (14) Sign 197 (60)  
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 (14)  (13) 
Sign 230 (54)  

‘Tree’ Field symbol 

44 (5) 

 (28) Sign 294 (53)  

 

 (32) 
Sign 296 (35)  

 

 (8) 
Sign 307 (69)  

 

 (18) Sign 326 (35)  

Copper tablets (6) 

 (16) Sign 327 (42)  

 

 (16) Sign 341 (59)  

 

 (87)  (17)  

 (184) 

Sign 342 (1395)  

Copper tablets (82) 

h172B 
Field Symbol 36 (38) 

 h352C            

Field symbol 83 (33) 

 (12) 
Sign 343 (177)  

 

 

Sign 345 (51)  

 

 (110) 
Sign 347 (118)  

Ivory or bone rods 
(5) 

 (31) Sign 358 (32)  

Copper tablets (20) 

Field 
Symbol 14 (19) 

 (10) Sign 375 (57)  

 (12)  (16) 
Sign 387 (102)  
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 (34)  (21) Sign 403 (93)  

 (93) Sign 8 (105)  

 

Sign 12 (80)  

 (55)  (44) 
Sign 59 (381)  

Copper tablets (14) 

 
Field Symbol 36 (17) 

 (67)  (78)  

 (42) 

Sign 87 (365)  

 

Copper tablets (21) 

 
Association with sites:  

 

h172B Field Symbol 36 (Alligator? Lizard!): Out of 49, 36 occur at 
Harappa; 

Field Symbol 37 (Inscribed object in the shape of fish), 14 out of 14 occur at 
Harappa 

‘Tree’ Field Symbol 44 (Tree) 28 out of 34 occur at Harappa 

 h352C Field Symbol 83 (Dotted circles) 57 out of 67 occur at 

Harappa 
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